
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie: A Critical Study Part- 1 

 

  The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, written by Murial Spark, is a 20th century novel which 

deals with the issue of disorder and transfiguration in various forms. Almost all the characters 

pass through a stage of transformation. The most important one is that of Sandy Stranger who 

converts herself into being a nun. It was twenty-five years before Sandy had so far recovered 

from a creeping vision of disorder that she could look back and recognize that Miss Brodie’s 

defective sense of self-criticism had not been without its beneficent and enlarging effects; by 

which time Sandy had already betrayed Miss Brodie and Miss Brodie was laid in her grave. 

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie is probably the best-known of Muriel Spark’s books. Part of its 

success can be attributed to the film version which starred Maggie Smith in the title role. The 

book has also been popular with critics and has proved to be fertile ground for many 

contradictory critical interpretations. Critics who have approached the novel as a formalist 

work have praised Spark’s artistry, Frank Kermode and David Lodge being the better known. 

For Ruth Whittaker Spark’s earlier novels, which would include The Prime of Miss Jean 

Brodie, “were basically realistic”. It is as a realist work that Spark’s novel tends to be 

approached. Hers is seen as a rather thin realism. Frederick Karl calls her “light to the point of 

froth”. For Richard Mayne this ‘thin realism’ has to do with Spark’s religious faith: “Perhaps 

if the next world’s the truly real one, it seems to her legitimate to be fairly summary with this” 

(1965:66). Patrick Parrinder calls her a “reactionary allegorist”, by which he means her realism 

lacks the substance of lived reality and is used as propaganda for her version of Catholicism. It 

is almost axiomatic to say that defined by the yardstick of realist fiction Spark’s novel is 

inevitably found wanting.  



The Catholic realist text — Greene or Mauriac’s novels — is the type that represents 

the idea of an ordered whole or microcosmic world viewed from a certain altitude and which 

exhibits, though its actions, the kind of spiritual radiance or transfiguration called claritas. It is 

with that kind of text that we shall start. 52 The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (which we will 

hence abbreviate as The Prime) is about Miss Jean Brodie, a teacher at a private girls’ school 

in Edinburgh in the 1930s, a spinster in her ‘prime’. The word ‘prime’ is the one she uses to 

refer to the period of life she finds herself in: “... I am a woman in my prime of life”. The 

‘prime’ probably also signifies menopause, in which case Jean Brodie’s choice of word points 

to the creative transformation of an otherwise traumatic experience. Jean Brodie is described 

as “beautiful and fragile”. The duality continues. She claims also to be a descendant of Deacon 

Brodie, the respectable eighteenth-century councillor who was a robber by night. Miss Jean 

Brodie’s approach to teaching is unorthodox. The five girls under her care learn about Giotto 

and the interior decoration of Milne’s house, Mussolini’s fascisti and the fighting in Flanders 

where Jean Brodie’s lover is supposed to have died; they also learn to do arithmetic with their 

fingers. Jean Brodie also teaches the five girls about truth, beauty and goodness. We are told 

that “the girls went to study the Gospels with diligence for their truth and goodness, and to read 

them aloud for their beauty”. The reference to the Aristotelian conception of the artwork — 

from which the Thomist one is derived, even if it is not identical — should alert us to deeper 

concerns at work. The headmistress at the school is aware of Jean Brodie’s unusual teaching 

methods and of the excessive influence she wields over the girls under her care.  

Miss Mackay’s attempts to have Jean Brodie dismissed are always foiled by lack of concrete 

evidence. Jean Brodie’s concern with her girls’ welfare goes beyond the purely educational. 

She continues to show an interest in the girls long after they have moved to secondary school. 

When a new girl, Joyce Emily Hammond, joins the set she convinces her to join in the fighting 

in the Spanish Civil war, on Franco’s side; the girl later dies. She instigates Sandy Stranger to 



conduct a love affair Teddy Lloyd, the one-armed, Catholic art teacher, details of which she 

takes pleasure in hearing about. Before the start of World War Two, Sandy in a conversation 

with the headmistress gives her the reason that will serve as a pretext for dismissing Jean 

Brodie: fascism. Sandy joins the Catholic Church and later becomes a contemplative sister. 

She acquires a certain notoriety for a treatise that she writes. That, briefly told, is the bare 

outline of The Prime. The story is not however told in a linear fashion. It jumps back and forth 

in time. We move from the past into what may be called future since it has not yet occurred at 

the time that the central action takes place. Added to these flash-forwards and flashbacks are 

many anticipations of the future, hints to the future, often dropped mid-sentence. There are no 

surprises. We know that Jean Brodie was betrayed on, we are told that Sandy became a nun. 

The older Sandy, the one who had betrayed Jean Brodie, writes a psychological treatise on 

moral perception. The name Sandy takes on when she becomes a religious is Sister Helena of 

the Transfiguration. The name of the treatise is ‘The Transfiguration of the Commonplace’. 

There is a connection between Sandy’s name and the nature of the treatise, although critics 

tend to gloss over this fact. One critic has even said that the information should not have been 

included in the novel, and that Spark includes it so as to tease the reader. It is these incomplete 

bits of information that make her art disordered and fragmentary. Bernard Harrison’s comments 

are what we typically expect from Spark’s detractors; the motive seems more to denigrate than 

to elucidate, which probably explains why they excuse themselves from the need to analyze 

the text. We read: Why does she become a nun in an enclosed order? What about her strange 

book of psychology, The Transfiguration of the Commonplace (‘on the nature of moral 

perception’)? Why put any of this in at all? There are two answers, which are at first sight 

contradictory. The first is that the enigmatic and incomplete fragments of information which 

the novel drops causally concerning Sandy are meant to puzzle and irritate; to create in the 

reader a spirit of nervous dissatisfaction, of not knowing quite where he is going or what he is 



supposed to see when he gets there The ethical is closely related to artistic ‘transfiguration’, a 

word which appears in different contexts of the novel. The form of the novel, the transfigured 

whole, with its moral self-reflections conspires to reinforce this ethical dimension. We shall 

look more closely at the relation between the ethical and the artistic form. Sandy betrays Jean 

Brodie. In response to a letter she had received from Jean Brodie announcing her retirement 

and the betrayal (which happened in about 1938) Sandy writes her a reply: Sandy replied like 

an enigmatic Pope: ‘If you did not betray us it is impossible that you could have been betrayed 

by us. The word betray does not apply.’ This is told towards the end of the book. Earlier in the 

book, seven years after the betrayal, that is, in 1944, Sandy’s reaction to Jean Brodie’s 

consistent ‘whining’ about her betrayal is more ambiguous: the “whine in her voice — ‘ ... 

betrayed me, betrayed me’ — bored and afflicted Sandy”. There has been a shift, in time, from 

the absolute certainty of Sandy’s position — Sandy as an ‘enigmatic pope’ — to the more bore 

‘bored and afflicted’ response seven years later. Fourteen years later still, in 1958, Sandy’s 

response to the betrayal is even more afflicted: ‘Oh, she was quite innocent in her way,’ said 

Sandy, clutching the bars of the grille. There has been a clear temporal progression, from 

indifference to an unsettling indifference and then to an unsettled state, although the order in 

which these states are presented in the book is different. Half-way through the novel we are 

told that Sandy — Sister Helena —recognized (“perceived”) Jean Brodie’s qualities as a 

teacher, that her “defective sense of self-criticism had not been without its beneficent and 

enlarging effects”. The clutching of the grilled bars is a sign of that recognition. The image, 

repeated four times, is an index to Sandy’s burden of spiritual disquiet and also to the claritas 

within the representational space since the understanding of the past follows on and is viewed 

retrospectively from the act of clutching the convent bars. All the sub-codes cohere around this 

image. It is both the end and the point of departure. The image which ends the novel is literally 

at the centre of the work. We shall understand why as we proceed. 56 The perspective of the 



novel is largely Sandy’s perspective. The novel is in many ways Sandy’s attempt to make sense 

of her past. We are told that Sister Helena “had recovered from a creeping vision of disorder”. 

In looking back into the past she imposes order on the events. The events acquire the ‘form’ of 

art, not as they would have been but as ‘economy’ (a favourite Sparkian term) demands it. They 

are subject to a ‘magical transfiguration’, ‘magical’ being another favourite Sparkian term.24 

Sister Helena’s ‘Transfiguration of the Commonplace’ is the claritas that flows from the 

ordered whole. It results from the attempt to see that ‘creeping vision of disorder’ within a 

larger framework. There is a larger order. For Sister Helena it is her religion, the ethical 

standpoint, moral perception. 


